abstract The binary opposition of authenticity and artificiality, complete with a narrative of artifice's conquest of the authentic, haunts much of Tourism Studies. Tourists, as modern figures, seek the authentic in order to escape from their own world, increasingly dictated by simulacra, or the Post-Tourist, as postmodern figure, revels in the consumption of sign worlds, delighting in the buoyancy of unanchored referents. Continuing this trajectory leaves us, and the tourist, with nowhere to go.
static video shots appear in between scenes to locate and relocate the fictive narrative. On the tour, then, each building, a sight transformed into site becomes index to a televisual (or filmic) narrative.The TV Tour produces a virtual landscape to guide the visitors through the one they actually see. The everyday world of New York City is reconfigured as interesting as apartment buildings, parks, non-celebrity chef restaurants become exhibits in an open-air museum of fictive worlds. Even noteworthy sights, such as the Empire State Building, acquire additional value as indices to virtual worlds. While on rare occasion, these sites also house the actual production (such as is the case with Sex and the City, where trendy bars and restaurants 'play themselves'), more frequently, these spaces are incommensurate. While an apartment building in the West Village offers itself as the image of home for the characters of the television show Friends, the action within the building is neither that of the characters nor is it that of the production team (actors, cameramen etc.) . In fact, in the case of Friends, the production work takes place 3000 miles away in a Hollywood studio. In addition, as far as we may assume, the building does not house people upon whom the characters are based.The physical building indexes an interstitial shot which establishes the location of a fictive narrative, one that shot in Hollywood and existing in fiction, nevertheless ostensibly unfolds in New York City.
Many tourist sights are equally fraught with multiple locations and signification and this tour is no different. However, during this tour, Ms Blau does not encourage a presumption of seamless referents and static meaning; instead, throughout the tour, she overlays a series of landscapes over the physical terrain. She opens with an explanation that the primary focus of the tour are location shots, not sites of production nor places where the fictional exists as reality.Yet having declared this focus, she complicates each site as index by performatively 'dragging' (Rojek, 1997 ) a variety of meanings from different cultural representational files and causing each site to resonate with a compounded spatial complexity. Each story, anchored to each location, evokes a number of spaces: the fictive site of the televisual narrative, the production venue, and site itself (which in turn evokes its own set of histories and intrusive lifespace. Each site launches further complications, producing evidence of multiple worlds, all incommensurate. For example, one house in the West Village offers the establishing shot for a fictive house in Brooklyn for a show produced off-site in a Queens studio. This very house, she will also point out, cannot support the imaginary architecture of its fictive interior. Although each aspect conjures a different location, all are (uneasily) (re)united in this single location; this tour produces the city of New York as palimpsest. Ms Blau maps the gaps in a narrative that allows physical reality to confound the imaginary topography at the same time that she brings televisual references, of both fictional and production worlds, into this location. Rather than resolve this mèlange of signification that destabilizes any core meaning, Ms Blau allows these to rest upon each other uneasily, and by pointing out each disjunction -a 'blooper' to use television speak -she asks the tourists to mind the gap as they traverse this new territory.
Tourism Studies (among many other scholarly disciplines) has long framed many of its concerns within the discursive binary of authenticity and artifice. Presentations of culture, heritage and history, the objects of the tourist gaze, the purpose of tourism; these are topics frequently and carefully investigated with an eye towards the implications for authenticity, true identities, or the obfuscation of a single meaning. The difference in perspectives tends to rest in the choice between mourning and elation. For the former, the attenuation of the index, brought about by technological advancement and industrialization, minimizes or supplants the auratic original core event (Benjamin, 1968; Boorstin, 1987) . In this case, the tourist, an alienated figure of modernity, seeks authenticity, usually to be denied by the very industry that promises this voyage (MacCannell, 1976) . In the case of the latter, the proliferation of signs and the buoyancy of the unanchored referents create a world where the sign is the goal, the object of consumption (Baudrillard, 1983; Eco, 1986) . The tourist here is post-tourist, a postmodern figure who enjoys the artifice of produced worlds (Feifer, 1985; Urry, 1990) . Likely due to the unfortunate linearity of the modern/postmodern association, this diametric opposition tends to narrate a tale of conquest and acceptance.The real is gone, there is nothing but sign.
This framework, this narrative, leaves us, and the tourist, with nowhere to go. Recent works have begun to turn back to complicate this oppositional binary. Chris Rojek's work on indexing and dragging in particular has been productive to this project of complication (1997) . Here, multiple meanings lie in an intricate and incommensurate mèlange on the tourist landscape. He suggests a constant negotiation of these spaces in his concept of 'restless movement' the present activity of the tourist.
Television invites such restless movement. On a basic level, as appliance, it inhabits a physical space as it also serves as conduit to virtual locations, thereby encouraging at its start a constant negotiation for the viewer.This motion continues as fictive and real spaces interact on the screen and provide cultural and representational files for the viewer to drag into the everyday world. In addition, viewers continue engagement with televisual worlds away from the television itself, in visits to actual spaces, such as theme parks, and in visits to conceptual spaces created by fan-based activity (fan-fiction, television-based tourism). This spatial component of television combined with the mobility of the viewer intersects with this development of restless movement in Tourism Studies. This spatial component of television's worlds allows us to conceive of this restless motion as a possible location, or tourist destination. In a manner, not only the culture of television, but the culture of television viewing becomes the destination. This practice allows the TV viewer turned tourist (TV tourist) to negotiate incommensurate worlds, taking back the 'reality' to enhance the virtual after the virtual has enhanced the reality. This tourist is not duped by a 'thicket of unreality' (Boorstin, 1987) , but rather, remaps a terrain in a way that enhances the landscape and grants agency -this tourist is no naïve dupe, nor is s/he engaged in apocalyptic depression or revelry.
Combining these spaces of television and tourism (both practice and theory), the Manhattan TV Tour produces multiple landscapes by dragging multiple and varied representational files onto each physical site. This animates a restless movement for the TV tourist who in turn negotiates the path between incommensurate spaces of actuality and virtuality -a framework that exists to be complicated, but haunts my essay nonetheless. These performed discrepancies, or 'bloopers' as Ms Blau calls them, further drawing television into tourist practices, provide the TV tourist with his/her destination. They give the tourist somewhere to go.
Hyperreality in tourism
Theoretical approaches to the study of tourism rely on the discursive poles of authenticity and simulation. Frequently, these discussions suggest a struggle where one world 'wins'. In the theoretical works that underpin Tourism Studies, it is the virtual world -the one that is not authentic, as it were -that wins. Daniel Boorstin's The Image analyzes the present-day alienation engendered by the technology and wealth that has produced a 'thicket of unreality which stands between us and the facts of life ' (1987: 3) . His exposition rests on the impossibility of reconciling these worlds. Once upon a time, before the proliferation of technologies seductive fictions, there were clear and visible distinctions between 'sham and reality'. But changes have now 'blurred the edges of reality ' (p. 36) .This blurring, however, does not suggest a permeable boundary for transgression or exploration, but only a supplanting of truth. He concludes, 'The American citizen thus lives in a world where fantasy is more real than reality, where the image has more dignity than the original' (p. 37). His anxiety echoes that of Walter Benjamin, who mourns the loss of the auratic in the age of mechanical reproduction. His bleak and depressive analysis suggests an alienated modern subject, a subject who has great presence as a figure in Tourism Studies: the tourist. Within Dean MacCannell's (1976) formulation, this figure seeks authenticity.The tragedy emerges as the tourist, caught up in an industry, encounters staged authenticity, simulacra of real worlds. In effect, modernity offers only increasing alienation and distance from the real; the virtual, the false, the inauthentic is remapping the territory for all. Television tourism, which points out fictive locations in a real space, would only bolster Boorstin's assessment and drive Benjamin further into despair.
This depressive position receives a counterargument, but not one that assures an eventual victory for authenticity. Rather, it is a postmodern formulation that revels in the reign of the unanchored sign. Jouissance supplants apocalyptic anxiety and depression. Here meaning is irrelevant and the simulation becomes the destination, as is suggested by Eco's 'travels in hyperreality' where 'falsehood is enjoyed in a situation of fullness ' (1986: 8) . In the inevitable attenuation of the tourist studies 2:3 index, there is pleasure in watching the efforts at having the index itself convey itself as meaning. Fantasy and verisimilitude become the primary anchors. Disneyland characterizes this new world; indeed, in the first episode of the Disneyland TV series, Walt himself informed the viewers that 'Disneyland the place and Disneyland the show are all the same' (cited in Anderson, 2000: 21) . These analyses inform John Urry's discussion of the tourist gaze, specifically his concept of the post-tourist who, aware of the simulacra of the tourist industry, seeks that as his or her destination. Drawing from Baudrillard, Urry (1990) notes the proliferation of signification and representation allowing signs to become the focus of consumption.While earlier formulations depict a mass tourist gleefully and gullibly dispensing with the real in favor of 'inauthentic contrived attractions' (p. 7), Urry's post-tourist knowingly seeks and gazes upon the inauthentic. 'People know that the media, for example, are a simulation, and they in turn simulate the media.The world of sign and spectacle is one in which there is no real originality, only what Eco terms "travels in hyperreality" ' (p. 85) . While postmodernism introduces the essential component of play into the tourist practice, suggesting the possibility of tourist agency, it nevertheless perpetuates the binary. Representation and reality do more than problematize each other in these formulations, they combat and conquer each other.
It is worth noting, however, MacCannell's recent essay, 'Tourist Agency' (2001) introduces the possibility of the return to authenticity in the act of tourism.The 'Second Gaze' which allows the tourist to look upon him or herself as gazing subject, acknowledges that which is concealed. In effect, this reflexivity (a word that dare not speak its name in the essay for its ties to postmodern theory), is 'more interested in the ways attractions are presented than in the attractions themselves' (MacCannell, 2001: 36) .This second gaze is useful for its effort to return agency to the tourist and for the possibilities it lends to the interaction of inauthentic and authentic worlds. Significantly, though, MacCannell still holds fast to the existence of a core meaning as he claims that this gaze 'may open a window in structure, a chance to glimpse the real.' This essay, while proposing a solution to tourist alienation, perpetuates the binary and its ever-present struggle, whereby the authentic, a core, unchanging reality, is obfuscated. Significantly, though, in spite of his romantic claim to a single reality, MacCannell's second gaze suggests a territory where authenticity and simulacra coexist and interact.A reflexive gaze on the part of the tourist returns the agency to this lost soul as it supplies a tool for satisfying and enhanced travel amidst these webs of signification and reality.
Chris Rojek addresses and then complicates this interaction of real and simulated spaces with his work on indexing and dragging. Indices of representation -signs, images and symbols assembled in novels, plays, movies and televisionconfer meaning upon actual sights. He explains, 'cinematic events are dragged on to the physical landscape and the physical landscape is then reinterpreted in terms of cinematic events ' (1997: 54) . For example, after the attacks of September 11 decimated tourism in the cities of New York and Washington, D.C., the local tourism boards produced a series of advertisements to reinvigorate the lagging industry.While New York's ads used such local personalities as Robert De Niro, former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and New York Yankee Derek Jeter, living and breathing indices for New York (albeit with their own virtually conferred significance), the Washington ads employed fictional characters from The West Wing, a show set in, although not filmed in Washington. Although one could very easily argue that the New York figures are just as socially constructed and rendered familiar through television and film, there is no question that the West Wing-based advertisements rely upon a fictive Washington with the sets and production in Los Angeles, and the characters of a fictional narrative. Washington Post reporter Paul Farhi notes, 'the producers passed on using real Washington politicians as endorsers, figuring that Bartlet et al. get better Nielsen ratings and win more Emmys . . .' (Farhi, 2001) . Using Rojek's model, the fictive space of The West Wing supplies representational files that are then dragged onto the actual landscape of Washington, D.C., where fictive space not only orients the tourist in actual space but also confers new value onto the landscape.
The process of dragging, the combination of multiple representational files, produces multiple spaces and thus occasions multiple mobilities for the tourist: the psychological, internal dimension of travel through the cultural files and the physical act of traversing the actual terrain (Rojek, 1997: 55) . In his discussion of the Schindler's List Tour, he notes how the process of dragging may produce a number of anomalies as the cinematic does not adhere strictly to the factual historical and at times, the production site and event site are incommensurate. This spatial incongruity comes to the fore in the example of the Washington Tourism advertisements above, where fictional characters inhabiting a virtual Washington enjoin viewers to visit an actual Washington from sets that exist in Los Angeles. Rojek reads such distortion, common to the construction of tourist sights in general, as 'challeng[ing] one of the main assumptions in the literature on tourism, namely, that tourism is primarily motivated by a quest for authenticity ' (p. 55) . He continues, 'If sights are always potpourris which utilize elements from a variety of index files at both conscious and unconscious levels, how can one speak of an authentic experience of the real place? ' (p. 55) .While postmodernists such as Eco and Baudrillard read this confusion of authenticity and sign worlds as a means of relegating the issue of authenticity and reality to the margins, Rojek suggests a restless movement, constant activity of moving across and between worlds. It is this restless movement that animates the Manhattan TV Tour which drags multiple files onto a physical landscape. Yet unlike tours that hope to obfuscate the multiplicity or anomalies, the Manhattan TV Tour performs them. The destination of the Manhattan TV tour resides in the gaps from where the TV tourist may see the incommensurability of the spaces. The spatial incongruity fuels Rojek's restless movement and becomes the destination of the Manhattan TV Tour. tourist studies 2:3
Travels in reality and hyperreality: the many spaces of television
In his fearful treatise on the predominance of the image, Daniel Boorstin offers a story about the Democratic National Convention.Visiting the DNC in 1956, he describes the confusion on the floor that drove him and his sons to direct their attention to television screens that conveyed the events as captured by cameras on the floor.
Along with the 'actual spectators', we spent our time watching the television screens which the arrangements committee had considerately placed there.These sets showed us precisely the same programs we would have seen from our living room. The unlucky delegates on the floor below . . . without the aid of a television screen must have been more confused than we were about what was going on. (1987: 251) Boorstin intends his example to illustrate the danger of televisual worlds overcoming physical reality as they become its measure. However, it also serves to illustrate the spatial work and complexities of television as well as the activity of the viewer in the encounter. The TV viewer may rely on the screen to map out conceptual space over the chaotic events below, but this does not mean that the TV viewer negates the physical reality and opts for image in its stead. Rather, like Boorstin himself in his analysis, the TV viewer negotiates the many spaces that emerge. Indeed, television and works in television theory offer useful models for working with the intricate interactions of fictive, represented, physical and actual worlds.
Television, as Weber notes, exists in at least three places at once (cited in McCarthy, 2001: 15) . (I would stress here, his 'at least' for television's spatial complexity mushrooms under scrutiny.) It is an appliance that inhabits social space. It is a conduit to other worlds, themselves varied and varying between fictive and actual. There is the narrative space of the television programs, fictional or otherwise and there is the production space where celebrities and professionals conduct their work. And then, they meet in another space, on the television screen.A recent HBO promo boasts the number of different programs and different people on their network, who all come to one place: HBO on Sundays. Furthermore, the television screen, the meeting place of these worlds, exists on a physical appliance that inhabits a variety of social spaces: living rooms, Laundromats, gyms, and bars, to name but a few. In turn, these physical sites impact the understanding of and engagements with these represented worlds.The site influences the sight as much as the image has affected the 'real'. Anna McCarthy writes:
The fact that we can approach television as a spatial instrument that is at once a physical object in social space and a source of enunciations originating in, and displaying, other places, suggests that the screen not only exists in more than one place but also on more than one scale; it is the physical space where local processes meet the 'global' determinations of the image. (2001: 15) Within McCarthy's useful analysis, television activates space of interaction, 'webs of signification' that generate social meaning (2001: 225); this interaction is multidirectional as television impacts the construction of space as the specificities of the space inflect the appearance and work of the television.Televisual and actual worlds interact, enhance and emulsify each other's territories. The simplistic dualism of actual and virtual is complicated in this constant interaction. This is not a matter of battle and conquest, but about complicating the terrain of the itinerant viewer, the one compelled to negotiate these spaces.The television set offers a meeting ground, a nexus of national networks and local affiliates, of broadcast studios, street scenes and living rooms, and of mythic spaces and individual imaginations. The doubled movement of Rojek's tourist is compounded in the TV viewers' encounters with and negotiations among multiple spaces.
On the Manhattan TV Tour, Ms Blau overlays multiple worlds on the physical landscape by pointing out television locations throughout New York City. She offers varying data, cultural, historical and televisual for each site.Traversing and investigating these incommensurate spaces, she often refuses to obfuscate the anomalies, and rather, comes to play them up as the point of interest. For example, she may note how certain characters in Friends opt to go jogging a good 80 blocks from their own home, or how no character on the show could afford the rents of their chosen neighborhood. She calls these displays of discrepancy 'bloopers'. This word has a television history. This term refers to the accidental error in production that is then put on display for a television audience.While Ms Blau considers these displays 'quirky and fun' they have further value. Stuart Bloomberg, the co-chairman of ABC Entertainment, explains the popularity of the blooper show, 'You get a sneak look at who these performers really are. You get to feel you're in on something you shouldn't have seen' (Weinraub, 2001) . While this suggests a movement into a back region, one of MacCannell's staged authenticities, it is also worth noting that these bloopers function like Rojek's anomalies, calling into question the coherence and inviolability of authentic and virtual worlds.They present a production world combined with the fictive world, all again performed on TV. Indeed, her deliberate performance of these anomalies merits attention. Although Ms Blau does occasionally offer accidental dissonance on her tour, pointing out imaginary sights that bear no link to the landscape, the majority of her tour offers the deliberate play of discrepancy, or 'bloopers', which call attention to the gaps between virtual worlds and the world before us on tour. Foucault's concept of the heterotopia provides a useful model for understanding the divergent and playfully incongruous itineraries of the Manhattan TV Tour. In the preface of The Order of Things, Foucault describes ordering systems in a spatially oriented language. He writes:
Utopias afford consolation: although they have no real locality there is nevertheless a fantastic, untroubled region in which they are able to unfold; they open up cities with tourist studies 2:3 vast avenues, superbly planted gardens, countries where life is easy, even though the road to them is chimerical. Heterotopias are disturbing, probably because they secretly undermine language . . . because they destroy 'syntax' in advance, and not only the syntax with which we construct sentences but also that less apparent syntax that causes words and things (next to and opposite one another) to 'hold together.' . . .
[T]hey dissolve our myths. . . . (1970: xviii) By performing the incongruities, the Manhattan TV Tour produces the alternate space(s) of the heterotopia, which in this case is rendered 'plurotopia'.The seamless conjuring of the utopia, in this case a New York as seen (not scene) on TV, is problematized.As Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes, the production of hereness in the tourist site is increasingly dependent upon virtualities (1998), but in this tour, so too is there a production of the thereness of the virtualities. The sights do not hold together in the site and this mobilizes a spatial frisson for the viewer/tourist. The Tour's performances of incongruity render the territory resonant with spatial complexities, complexities that also complicate and enhance the notions of authenticity and simulacra that have dominated Tourism discourse for so long.
Looking at the Manhattan TV Tour
During the months of October and November of 2001, I interviewed Ms Georgette Blau, director and tour-guide for On Location Tours, Inc., and accompanied her on the Manhattan TV Tour.What follows is a description and reading of this tour based on my ride-along observation and a 'script' she gives to her tour-guides.The gauging of tourist response derives from both observation (conversation and interaction with the tourists proved difficult and ineffective) and visitor comments posted on the tour's feedback site at www.iMar.com. As an avid TV viewer turned tourist as well as observer, I have included my own initial impressions.
Frequently, Ms Blau would incorporate information from films as well as television programs. As so many films are now viewed on television thanks to cable and network rebroadcasts, not to mention VHS and DVD screenings, I have little difficulty reconciling the occasional use of film in her tour.
The TV tourists themselves varied in national affiliation. During my ridealongs there were Americans, Australians, Germans, Dutch, Italians and Israelis. The tourists' ages ranged from 20s to 50s and the ethnicity was predominantly white. According to Ms Blau, while the tourists have varied more in ageteenagers are frequently on these tours -they have been as racially homogenous as I observed on my tours. It is, however, necessary to note that given the drop in tourism in the months immediately following September 11, it is difficult to assess the tourist demographic.
Indeed, the tragic events of September 11 impacted this tour. As with most tourism in NYC in the months that followed, there was a significant dip in interest and visitors. Ms Blau estimated an 80 percent drop-off in her average, causing her to limit her bus tours to a weekly trek and to temporarily fire her tour guides. In the months since, Ms Blau has re-hired her two guides and no longer serves as the primary tour-guide. Although I will address the attack as it impacted the sites we visited and as it impacts my theoretical approach, I cannot not give it the attention it deserves. Firstly, the subject merits far more than I can give within this framework, and secondly, the speculative aspect of such musings is too great to be of much value here.
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The tour and its locations
We start out from the Times Square Visitor's Center. Ms Blau would rather have the Museum of Television and Radio as her point of origin (she finds Times Square, in her words,'too touristy') but Times Square is, in fact, an apt point of origin. It offers a dynamic and spectacular nexus for virtual and actual worlds. Enormous televisions and animated billboards hail the visitor and guide her, both physically and conceptually to such places as the Disney Store, or the Planet Hollywood Restaurant where virtual memories are consumed in physical form. It is a place of simulacra and sensation.
Ms Blau introduces herself with a gesture to televisual worlds, 'My name is Georgette, like on Mary Tyler Moore.' On this occasion, although few others, she wears a sweater with a cursive 'G' on the front. Her outfit evokes the Laverne costume from Laverne and Shirley, a television show from the 70s about two single best friends and roommates in Milwaukee, and a constant rerun presence on television today. Ms Blau guards against the possibility of our overlooking this connection by informing us of this connection. This playful gesture is undermined by her choice of Midwestern programs as the first place of this tour. On the occasional tour, one of the bolder TV tourists would note this, pointing out that they were in New York, not in the Midwest. Such complaints also surfaced when Ms Blau's tape of television theme songs, which she used to fill dead space, played the theme to The Brady Bunch, a show set in Southern California.And as a resident of New York, I bristled when I heard the theme to The Jeffersons play as we made our way down to the West Village.This was a show about 'movin' on up' to the Upper East Side, not going downtown. This is not to say that the themes were not enjoyed, the singing along demonstrated a spirit of enjoyment, but that certain discrepancies aggravated. Location is everything when fictive settings are to be conjured on the surface of the actual. (And indeed, in terms of New York real estate and its significance, location is everything.) This effort does not succeed, because although playful, it suggests too much of a voyage into the virtual with a complete disregard for the actual. On the whole, though, this dissonant topography emerged during Ms Blau's struggle with 'boring' lifespace.The rest of her tour offered more promising, or rather, deliberately performed and less grating disparities.
As we pull out from the Visitor's Center, Ms Blau informs us that there are more exterior sites in New York than anywhere else in the world; she estimates tourist studies 2:3 this number at a half million. She continues, explaining that while a great many exteriors are shot in New York, the interior action, as a general rule, is shot in Los Angeles. Such sets, she notes, are very much exaggerated considering the size of apartments in New York.This information is important on two counts. Firstly, it allows her to restate the intention of the tour: this is not a studio tour. Secondly, it allows her to convey some sense of an actual New York truth that enhances the apprehension of the virtual world: New York apartments are not like the ones seen on TV. Noting the multiplicity of worlds in this location, Ms Blau hints at the depth of the tour, and the spaces to be negotiated on this passage.
Our first stop is the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis High School, once the High School for the Performing Arts (HSPA), both façade and basis for the film and television show Fame, which chronicled the travails of the students striving to become performers. According to Ms Blau, the HSPA has now moved to the Upper West Side; the building we see here is the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis High School, equally significant for its relationship to the Kennedy family, although on a Saturday, the day of the tour, it is closed. The physical building exists, but the actual HSPA has disappeared; the building now houses a new school. In this site, only the fictional HSPA persists.The play of fiction and reality continues in the production history she offers. Actual students from this school, aspiring actors, dancers and musicians, again, the basis for the narrative, moved to Los Angeles, where the show was shot, in order to play aspiring actors, dancers and musicians on the fictional program.We need not worry about their education, though, as tutors tended to their education on the set of the imaginary school. Georgette's exposition pluralizes the landscape where existing buildings house fictional institutions, where actual students dropped out in order to play fictional versions of themselves while continuing their education in a virtual replica of their school 3000 miles away. The virtual memory of a television show renders the actual space noteworthy, and auratic, yet it does not overtake this space, which harbors many more ghosts, both of television and New York.
Ms Blau produces an equally resonant and somewhat vertiginous space, as we pass the New York Public Library, a building teeming with patrons entering and exiting the building. According to Ms Blau, this was the second Public Library in the US although privately owned by 'elitist' (her words) John Astor and we will likely recognize the building from Ghostbusters (a film) and the opening credits of Mad About You. In one gesture, historical information, memories of fiction, and the immediate experience of the actual building come together. She adds that the interior of the library served as proxy for the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the art theft scene from The Thomas Crowne Affair (film). It seems that the Met refused to provide the shooting location for what was tantamount to, in Georgette's words, an 'advertisement' for theft. On one of the tours, a Metro Bus drove up to the stop, impeded the view of the library, and ruined a photo opportunity for one of the tourists who leaned out the window and jokingly shouted for the bus to get out of her way. Four locations are activated here: the lived space of the building as evidenced by the pedestrians and the city traffic; the historical space, its role in New York history; the represented exterior as recalled on television; and its presently unseen interior, a shooting location for a film but a proxy for another location, one that is invisible for the entire trip. The attenuation of this last location illustrates the dynamism of the heterotopia: no sign is constant in the construction of a landscape. But far from being bereft of lyricism, this place vibrates with the play of indices and the excitement of everyday life.
These vibrations certainly permeate the location of the townhouse which played the fictive Huxtable house on The Cosby Show. 3 This townhouse offered a location for the exterior, establishing shot of the home's narrative action. Meanwhile, the fictive home of this fictional family was located in Brooklyn Heights.At the same time, the show was shot and produced in a Queens Studio. As Ms Blau explains this the house becomes a tri-borough affair. Then, as we disembark and tourists take photographs of each other sitting on the now famous stoop, Ms Blau invites us to take a closer look at the structure.The actual building could not have housed the interior setting as seen on television. Turning right after entering this home would take us to the house next door, and not into the living room we otherwise imagine.This information seems to have been particularly resonant among the tourists, who delight in this piece of information when posting their reviews on feedback sites supplied by iMar (Insiders Marketplace Seller Profile). Furthermore, she points out the doorbells: while this building played a single-family dwelling on television, it houses four apartments in reality.These plays of incommensurability and disparity animate a negotiation of spaces. The virtual has not overtaken this space nor is there a single official core reality; rather, there are multiple mobilities amidst multiple worlds.
Admittedly, not all sites are so spectacular. Ms Blau offers exhaustive facts for each site, ranging from points of New York history, to observations of the people on the street, to stories of the production to stories of the setting and even incorporating personal stories and little jokes into the mix. As we pass Madison Square Park, we learn that it was both the site of the first baseball game in New York City as well as the place where Miranda told Carrie about her pregnancy on the show Sex and the City. (This show holds a particular distinction on this tour as being one of the few shows filmed entirely in New York, frequently on location although also using studio space.) Each building or apartment also merits a real estate appraisal (an endeavor that in and of itself marks this as a New York tour -there is no activity more typical in New York than real estate speculation) and a description as to how the use of a wide-angle lens creates a different appearance for the building on television. However, the relative smallness of the buildings is more than made up for in the vastness of the numbers, a co-op costing $1 Million, one bedroom apartments leasing out at $2000-$4000 each, are stunning figures, even if dismal facts of life for the local tourist studies 2:3 denizen. The wealth of information allows Ms Blau to animate multiple locations in single sites: historical New York, New York's lived reality, the production history, and the fictive worlds.
Physical facts of geography and architecture provide strategies for producing both scale and disparity and this technique is enhanced in her use of numbers. Numbers provide a consumable detail, a seemingly universal and stable standard for comparison. Characters from Friends, who live in the West Village, jog in New York's Central Park, which is located a good 80 blocks away. Money in particular offers a means of balancing out information, or, as Ms Blau proves, the imbalance of fictional and actual worlds. Ms Blau revels in calculating the likely salaries of fictional characters and juxtaposing them with the appraised cost of their lifestyles. How could Carrie Bradshaw, the fictional columnist of Sex and the City afford the countless Manolo Blahnik shoes, the nights out on the town, and the fabulous apartment on an estimated salary of $50,000? 4 Could a documentary filmmaker like Paul Buchman from Mad About You actually afford his million-dollar co-op with the monthly maintenance fee of $1000, even with the income from his wife's job? How could the friends from Friends, who spend most of their time grousing about their love lives as they sip enormous lattes in a local cafè, even manage the $3-5000 rents of their West Village apartments? This preoccupation with real estate makes this tour a thing of New York as it confronts and displays the impossibilities of the represented worlds.
The following crude and partial chart outlines the pluralized itinerary of the tour, and sketches out the disparities produced, through spatial dissonance or factual irony: The impact of 9-11 in virtual and actual worlds: a speculation
Although the interaction of lifespace and represented spaces are on display throughout the tour, we hit some rough patches, both emotionally and theoretically speaking, as we traverse sites visibly and unavoidably impacted by the events of September 11. Personally speaking, I had found myself agitated throughout many of my ride-alongs because everywhere I looked, I saw evidence of a city in mourning. But as a resident of New York City, I could read the missing posters, the candles, and even the rearrangement of streets and subway stops as signs of the attack. 5 Ms Blau did not point these out on the tour, nor did the TV tourists make any comments I could note.
There was greater 'evidence' that saturated the New York and affected the tour. On one occasion, our tour up the East Side was met with extreme traffic and multiple detours because President George Bush was addressing the United Nations.A result of the attacks, it was not 'read' (out loud) as anything more than an aggravation. On another occasion, a closed street prevented the bus's approach to the Mad About You apartment building so we proceeded on foot and came upon the cause for closure: an NYPD precinct was staging a memorial march for recently fallen comrades. Oddly enough, the tourists appeared unfazed as they went ahead and photographed the building around the events that transpired. I can only imagine (or hope) that discomfort caused this silence.
In a spectacular and seemingly unavoidable piece of evidence, the 9th Precinct, which serves as the façade for the 15th Precinct in the New York police drama NYPD Blue, had been, like all other police precincts after the attacks, transformed into a shrine. Flowers, candles, cards from schoolchildren, and even a graffiti mural painted by the locally famous graffiti artist Chico, adorned the site.The first time we disembarked to photograph the site and enter the building (Ms Blau had made a practice of visiting tourists meeting the officers of the precinct), I noted no comments as the TV tourists began to photograph the building. I had to wonder what they saw. It certainly did not appear like it had on television. On this tour, one of the TV tourists, a middle-aged white American man, approached one of the police officers, shook his hand and then called him 'a hero, like Sipowicz', a character on the show. Quite frankly, I am still baffled by this interaction. By all means,Americans were referring to the police as 'heroes' but 'like Sipowicz' suggests a relationship to a fictional character, the protagonist of a narrative, rather than to the general title for the protagonists of a present narrative.
This response changed over time. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether I was the cause or perhaps other factors, such as time, made the topic more comfortable to broach. When I had asked Ms Blau about the impact of 9-11 on the tour, and specifically the responses to the precinct turned shrine, she claimed that no one had made a comment. However, on the tour after this interview, Ms Blau incorporated my question into her presentation, and called attention to it as memorial. On this tour, the tourists (not only Americans, but Australians and Germans) took photographs of the policemen, shook their hands, thanked them, and notably, spent their time inspecting the memorial. 6 Yet even before she mentioned the shrine-aspect of this building, the tourists seemed particularly keen to locate 9-11 in New York City. With this crowd, every siren, every traffic jam inspired the questions, 'Are they heading to Ground Zero?' 'Is this because of 9-11?' Indeed, on this tour, some of the group reported their intention to visit Ground Zero. Only a few weeks later, viewing stands were erected at the site. Perhaps timing has everything to do with the tourism of trauma.
These varying reactions deserve a study of their own; within this framework, I can only speculate, but it is worth noting that most of these tourists first apprehended the attack as a mediated event, over television. This has the effect of making New York a location for an extreme program. In addition, the ability to associate and identify with figures on TV, indeed, part of the value of TV viewing and the impetus for the TV Tour, also creates a mediated traumatic effect. Indeed, one might consider how the images of Vietnam (a living room war) were said to affect the viewers and mobilize social action. Here, not only may the tourists visit a site they saw on TV, but they might also share in the mourning.The response could be conflicted for several reasons. Firstly, there is the vague discomfort of addressing trauma, particularly when it is so close. Secondly, and perhaps of value to the present assessment of the TV Tour, playful spatial discrepancy does not quite cause pleasure in the site of a shattering event.Thus, the tone and practice of the tour would be disrupted and an uncertainty as to how to proceed might reign, particularly in such instances of unavoidable evidence. Here even a resonant landscape is too unstable for the shaken.
The mythical TV tourist
The importance of disparity on this tour is emphasized in the figure of the mythical TV tourist; desperately naïve, this person cannot appreciate the distinctions as outlined on the tour.Thus figure functions as a limit case for the TV tourist, both calling for TV tourist vigilance and offering a standard for measuring the TV tourist's increasing sophistication in the progress of the tour.This person has allowed fantasy to overtake fact. This hapless naïf sends mail to George Costanza, a fictional character on Seinfeld, care of Yankee Stadium because his character worked there. According to Ms Blau's spiel, one tourist asked to see Chandler, a character on Friends, while another asked if the restaurant named Phebes, belonged to Phoebe, a character on the same program. Apparently, the apartment building that provides the exterior and address for The Odd Couple receives mail for the characters to this day. However, as outlined in the schematic above, this tour activates multiple worlds, fictional and actual, and few, if any, seamlessly aligned.This is the heterotopia that the Manhattan TV tourist studies 2:3
Tour produces in the performance of discrepancies. The mythical TV tourist travels only in the utopia, oblivious to the chimerical quality of the terrain.The mythical tourist accepts the ascendance of the virtual without thought, and traverses a landscape without depth. This mythical tourist, for better or worse, prefers the world of sign and image, making it the 'reality' before his or her eyes. The Manhattan TV tourist knows better. This successful tourist recognizes the landscape as porous and contested and revels in the friction of incommensurate spaces coming up against one another. This is an aspect of television viewing that takes on experiential dimension in the practice of tourism.
The return -a last location
The last leg of the tour occurs some time later, in the home (or elsewhere), upon a return to television viewing. Here, the negotiation of the television viewer is enhanced by the doubled tourist mobility of physical travel (s/he has visited the physical site) and psychological travel (s/he has negotiated a variety of sights from multiple representational files). The physical destination now complicates the relationship with the fictive space. On Kramer's Reality Tour, the tour of New York City according to Seinfeld lore, Kenny Kramer boasts that no person will return to the television unchanged. He describes a tourist, in this case, a successful tourist, who now 'ruins' the television show for everyone when they watch it at home. Kramer's use of the word 'ruin' indicates the way in which an experience of the physical space can in turn emulsify the fictive space.
I call upon my own experience and encounter with a television location, albeit one unrelated to this tour. Recently I watched an episode of Sex and the City. Carrie's voiceover informs us she is at 8 1/2, a restaurant I happened to visit a few months prior. I felt titillated on two counts. Firstly, there was my delight attributable to the retroactive glamour of the location I had frequented. The show depicts women living a highlife, one usually unavailable to the likes of a graduate student. I was excited to recognize the interior setting.They had shot on location. I had really been there. Secondly, my knowledge afforded me insight into the production realities. Margaret Cho, who appears in the restaurant sequence, reappears in another scene that takes place, diegetically speaking, temporally and spatially distant from the restaurant.Yet this scene, set away from the restaurant, was shot on the street outside the restaurant, a street I recognized by virtue of my earlier visit. I took pleasure in realizing these two scenes had to be shot on the same day. My experience with viewing caused me to negotiate multiple spaces and meanings; while familiar from other television viewing experiences, the memory of physical experience further enhances the pleasure. Molly Haskell writes of the same sort of pleasure when she watches Law & Order, a detective and courtroom drama set and shot in New York. She explains, ' [I] ts heart beats to a New York rhythm, its in-jokes and phony addresses and familiar locations are for us and us alone' ('A Law & Order Addict Tells All ', New York Times [2002] ). This claim, as well as my experience, carries a double implication.This newly developed familiarity with the setting will enhance the television viewing experience, and in turn, this viewing experience will reaffirm the familiarity of the setting: the TV tourist may now feel a bond with New York City.
Conclusion
The Manhattan TV Tour brings new value to the landscape of New York City by dragging multiple representational files to each site.The tour does not resolve the discrepancies of these multiple worlds, but rather, performs these incongruities in a display of 'bloopers' -a word derived from television's errata that, as programs, produce another space of television for the audience. These 'bloopers' encourage a constant negotiation of place, a restless movement for the TV tourist, a movement that is both physical and internal as meanings, too, are negotiated: locations take on meaning, or are 'emulsified' in the dragging process. It is this restless movement between locations that becomes the destination for the tourist. In addition, this practice of pluralizing location and encouraging constant negotiation both confronts and complicates the oppositional dichotomy of authenticity and artifice and its narrative of conquest and acquiescence. In effect, this practice that produces a heterotopic 'pluroptopia' gives Tourism Studies and the Tourist somewhere to go.
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Many thanks to Barbara Kirschenblatt-Gimblett and Georgette Blau. note s 1. Notably, Schindler's List has demanded a seamless identification between event and its representation.Throughout the promotional literature, the production crew (actors, producers, and director Spielberg) insisted that the production circumstances felt like the events themselves. Liam Neeson and Ben Kingsley swore that they shared the very same relationship as their characters. Spielberg referred to himself as 'tattooed' by the critics with the curse of sentimentality. Indeed, it was Spielberg's intent to film the Auschwitz scenes in the camp itself until complaints drove him to build a life-size replica directly outside its gates.The intention here seems to be to erase any possible attenuation of index in spite of the fact that it is both impossible and offensive.There is an apparent investment in the maintenance of the auratic throughout the film that lends particular richness to a study of the Schindler Tours.These issues are not quite at stake within the Manhattan TV Tour. 2. That said, what struck me most was the overall resistance to addressing the events and a changed New York.While I, a denizen of New York saw evidence of mourning that saturated the city, the TV tourists did not remark, either out of politeness or obliviousness. I was reluctant to press the matter with them. Ms Blau was kind enough to allow me to attend these tours free of charge. I was not about to impose upon her generosity by placing her paying guests in the uncomfortable position of talking trauma on holiday. I did note a change over time, whereby tourist studies 2:3
